FLEX CLINDOC
FOR
NURSES
AND ALLIED
HEALTH

A new, flexible
framework that
allows users to
document
Assessments,
Allergies,
Flowsheets, and
more!

Available with

HARRIS Flex 6.4

EASILY BUILD YOUR OWN ASSESSMENT TEMPLATES!
The intuitive new Template Builder allows you to quickly build and configure
templates that meet your organization's needs. FHIR and Flex data elements are
supported; sections and entire templates may be copied to save precious time.

CONVERT YOUR EXISTING ASSESSMENT TEMPLATES!
Existing assessments in HARRIS Flex can easily be converted to the new framework,
streamlining data entry with pull-down menus, checkboxes, date/time widget, radio
buttons and more. Critical and abnormal values stand out for easy chart review.

QUICKLY DOCUMENT ALLERGIES WITH NEW WIDGET!
Clinicians can manage patient allergies with visual tools that organize allergies in a
list or table format. Users can also filter through the allergies to see a patient’s
active, inactive, or all allergies. Any allergy documentation done in the Allergy widget
is filed in the patient’s record in HARRIS Flex, maintaining an integrated patient
record and consistent user experience.

NEW FLOWSHEETS STREAMLINE DOCUMENTATION!
Flowsheets, easily configured in Flex ClinDoc, allow users to quickly enter data into a
single column format, while having a view of previously entered data. Entries are
displayed in columns and data can be viewed in tabular or graphical format.

ASSESSMENTS

Self-quarantine is recommended for indviduals
who have been directly exposed to the new
Coronavirus or have a history of travel in infected
or heavily populated areas.

CARE PLAN DOCUMENTATION MADE EASY AND FAST!
In Flex ClinDoc, you can document plan of care with short and long term goals as
well as anticipated dates of achievement dates. The intuitive interface enables
documenting quickly and accurately.
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